Customs Tariffs

Customs Tariffs of countries participating in the work of the Second Session have been distributed as follows:

Australia .............................. 16 April
Benelux (including Belgian Congo) . Distributed
Brazil ................................. Distributed
Canada ................................. 21 January
Chile ................................. 16 April
   Note: The Chilean Delegation has only been able to provide one copy of the tariff; this copy can be consulted in Room 200. (Miss Etlinger, Mr. Guillermin or Mr. Stadlin will make arrangements on Extensions 2245, 2246).
China ............................... 15 April
Cuba .................................. Distributed
Czechoslovakia ....................... Distributed
France ................................. Distributed
India .................................. Distributed
Lebanon-Syria .......................... Distributed
   Note: Copies were provided to Legations in Beirut by the Lebanon Foreign Ministry early in April
New Zealand .......................... Distributed by New Zealand
Norway ................................. Distributed
P.T.O.
If Delegations are in need of any customs tariff which they have not yet received, they are invited to make their requirements known to Miss D. W. Peaslee or Miss M. E. Brody, Room 220, Extensions 2247, 2230, who will make available copies from the Secretariat's stock.